LIFT     INSURANCE	\5\
expressed in the number of persons it is constructed to carry.
Lifts with a carrying capacity of more than ten persons or 15 cwt.
are usually more highly rated.
Somewhat lower rates are charged for service and goods lifts,
while a small reduction may be allowed if lifts are used mainly
for the conveyance of goods and only occasionally for passengers.
Railway lifts and cliff lifts call for special treatment and are
outside the scope of this book.
BREAKDOWN  INSURANCE
Most insurers are prepared, in association with their own
engineering department or otherwise, to arrange for their lift
policies to include breakdown risks. This may be effected (1)
by the issue of policies covering both breakdown and third
party risks, or (2) by endorsing the breakdown cover on the third
party policy, or (3) by the issue of two policies.
Later in this chapter will be found the material portions of a
policy designed to cover both the third party and breakdown
risks in one document. The breakdown cover is afforded by a
straightforward statement that " the Company will indemnify
the Insured against damage to any Machine described in the
Schedule caused by Breakdown thereof " and the construction of
this operative clause is governed by reference to the definitions
of " Machine " and " Breakdown " respectively appearing in the
policy. (See p. 157.)
Premiums for breakdown cover are based upon the capacity
of the electric motor or hydraulic power unit used, together with
the limit of indemnity required under this heading. The pro-
vision of periodical inspections of the lift, such as to satisfy the
inspection requirements previously mentioned, is incidental
to any breakdown insurance.
I^IABSTENANCE CONTRACTS
Apart from the breakdown cover and specific inspection
services already mentioned, insurers are often willing to arrange
for varying degrees of maintenance. These are within the scope
of the engineering department and the three forms of contract
usually available are here merely outlined.
Lift (Part) Maintenance Contract « A "
The insurers undertake:
1. That engineers shall attend once every for might/month
to overhaul, clean and lubricate the mechanism of the lift de-
scribed in the schedule of the policy.

